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This Month
Technology
Tours Extraordinary
Uses for Everyday
Technology
Greg Czmbor
Wed, March 2

6:30 pm
Harahan Senior
Center

100 Elodie St.

What's "Tricky Living" (book)?
"Tricky Living" covers everything important about
life beyond computers. It analyzes health, survival in America, and
cultures. You learn tricky procedures to survive the daily grind,
then tricky philosophies to help you cope.
Critics especially praise its analyses of nutrition & blood chemistry, lawn care, prostitution, career attitudes, and how the Chinese
think & act differently than Americans. They love how it covers
hundreds of other topics too! It's for mature adults who can handle
a book that includes all of life, even "street language." It was developed by Russ Walter and his wife (Guang Chun "Donna" Walter).
This second edition goes far beyond the first edition: its 143
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Coming Soon to NOPC
March—Greg Czymbor—Extraordinary
Uses for Everyday Technology.
April— Sheriff Newell Normand

NOPC Information
General Meetings are held on the 1st
Wednesday of the month at the Harahan
Senior Center.
Time: 6:30
100 Elodie St. Harahan, LA 70123
Plenty of safe convenient parking and
great acoustics.
—————————————————————-

May— Comparing Photo Elements to Picasa

Programmer’s/Advanced User
Special Interest Group (sig)

Sorry, above speakers are subject to change without
notice.

Next Meeting scheduled for March 8th
7:00pm
Meetings are held the 2nd Tuesday of
every month at New Horizons
3rd floor.
Please park in rear parking garage (free).
Mike York
vp@nopc.org 738-5997

(Continued from page 1)

huge pages include more than 10,000 improvements over the first edition.

Read for free 20 chapters of the second "Tricky
Living" by clicking here

Test your knowledge of tricky living, free, by
clicking here
Get a free brochure about us by e-mailing your
street address to Russ@SecretFun.com

—————————————————————-

New/Intermediate User
Special Interest Group (sig)
Next meeting March 9
Meetings are held the 2nd Wednesday
of every month, 6:30 at the
Harahan Senior Center, 100 Elodie St.
Email your computer questions to Ray before the meeting @ new-user@nopc.org
—————————————————————

Get free consulting on all topics by phoning Russ
at 603-666-6644 (day or night, 24 hrs., usually in)
See links to free fun sites by clicking here

Look for NOPC
Twitter.com

Yahoo Groups -nopc_help
www.meetup.com\nopc-club

Website NOPC.org

NOPC
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While Wandering the Web
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Autofill image insert and text for popular
size labels and business cards
Also, there are templates for manually inserting different information into each label
cell.
Check it out!
http://www.worldlabel.com/Pages/
autofillpdf-labels.htm

by Dave Gerber, APCUG Director
(dgerber@apcug.net)
Free Templates for Printing Labels
and Business Cards in an Instant
autofillPDF-Labels 1.0 is a site that’s got
tons of free, fillable PDF label templates for
U.S. letter-size label sheets. Fill your information in one field and watch as your information automatically fills all label fields
within that sheet! All you need to do is
download and open up a template, fill a label field, and hit the Tab button on your keyboard! Print your labels in an instant.
The site offers a complete collection of basic
formatting templates for address, shipping,
mailing, and CD labels as well as file folder,
round, name badge, business card, and all
popular Avery label sizes are available —
among many more choices! PDF is an ISO
International Standard: ISO 32000-1. PDF
Reader Required.
Four types of auto fill basic formatting templates for labels and business cards are
available:
1. Autofill all label cells with the same information in seconds.
2. For Shipping/Mailing labels, autofill information for FROM and TO - excellent for
multiple shipments to one address.
3. For Shipping/Mailing labels, autofill information for FROM & insert manually different information for TO

_______________________

Websites for your review
Here are a few websites I forget to visit.
They are great places to get information.
Nightly Business Report
http://www.pbs.org/nbr/
WGSO radio 990 am
Www.WGSO.com
New Orleans CitiBusiness
http://neworleanscitybusiness.com/
Louisiana Department of Transportation
http://www.dotd.louisiana.gov/
Booktv
Booktv.org

Kim Kamando
Radio show Sunday, 3-6pm WRNO
99.5
http://www.komando.com/
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Soluto Anti-Frustration Software
Improves Boot Time
by Ira Wilsker

WEBSITES:
http://www.soluto.com
http://blog.soluto.com
http://www.soluto.com/About/Media-Kit
In several past columns I have written about utilities that can speed up the computer boot process. As cluttered as it was,
my old XP machine could take up to five
minutes to boot; my newer Windows 7-64
machine boots in under two minutes, considering the multilayered security that is installed on it. Traditionally, the ways of
speeding the boot process on a PC was to
defrag the hard drive, and clean up the programs in the startup that load when the computer is first turned on. When someone tells
me that his computer takes forever to boot,
my typical responses are "is your hard drive
defragged" (defragmented), and "how many
little icons do you have on your task bar adjacent to your clock?". There are several
excellent startup managers available
(including Windows 'msconfig" feature),
both independent utilities and components
of utility suites, that can easily control what
programs load at boot. Simply unchecking
unwanted and unnecessary programs at boot
is an accepted way of improving boot
time. Likewise, there are several excellent
defragmentation utilities available, including
the simple one built into Windows, that can
do a credible job; by defragging the hard
drive, it does not have to work as hard when
reading files and data, thus providing some
improvement in load times.
While these two methods are well
accepted and proven to speed up the boot
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process, a new concept in utilities was recently released that goes an extra step in
controlling the boot process using a software
"genome" and community experiences to
determine what is loading in the computer at
boot, how long each item takes to load, displays what is required or optional to load at
boot, and gives the user control of what
loads and when it loads during the boot
process. Wanted, but low priority items, can
be set to load after the computer has fully
booted, and is sitting idle, thus not degrading the boot process. Unwanted items can
be stopped from automatically loading, but
set to load upon demand. The process may
sound complex, but it is very simple with
the information provided by this new utility,
"Soluto Anti-Frustration Software (beta)".
Available as a free download from
www.soluto.com, this software is a "beta" or
pre-release version, which by definition, is
not a highly refined final "release" version. My 18 month old "new" computer
booted very quickly when new, but now that
I have a lot of security software and other
utilities loading at boot, it was taking between a minute and a half, and two minutes
to boot. After I downloaded and installed
Soluto, and rebooted the computer such that
Soluto could measure and analyze my boot
process, my first modification of my boot
process improved my boot time by almost
25%! Subsequent refinements of my boot
process with Soluto, and input from the
"community" have helped me to shave off
about another 10% of my boot time.
After being installed, Soluto monitors what loads at each boot. During the
boot process, the bottom left corner of the
desktop turns up like the corner of a page
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

and displays each item as it is loading, while
displaying the elapsed time to boot the computer. Information is gathered during the
boot process, and added to what has been
gathered at previous boots, to provide the
data that is analyzed by the program. The
data that is collected is anonymously added
to the Soluto PC Genome, where the community can input recommendations that will
assist the user in determining what can be
controlled at boot. According to Soluto, "
This anonymous technical data is gathered
and sent to Soluto's PC Genome, a one of a
kind knowledge base containing statistical
insights about PC software and hardware behavior, as well as remedies to alleviate PC
usage frustrations. By putting this information into the light, the PC Genome will help
consumers and vendors alike. Soluto employs another set of innovative algorithms to
determine which remedies will have a positive impact on each Soluto user's unique PC
system. These remedies are then shared with
other relevant Soluto users." Soluto has
found that by pausing when specific items
load in the boot process, and reconfiguring
some of the applications, boot time and
overall behavior of the computer can improve dramatically. Soluto can also determine those programs that degrade computer
performance, and provide the "frustrated"
user with possible solutions to reduce or
eliminate the source of frustration.
Soluto places a small icon on the
task bar that looks somewhat like a smileyface, and opens displaying the Soluto functions. By opening Soluto anytime after the
computer has booted, the first screen called
the "Boot Page" displays "Potentially Removable" items in an orange font, along
with the boot time and sequence for
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each. By moving the cursor over any of the
"Potentially Removable" items, a brief description of the software is displayed (if it is
in the Genome). By moving over the
"more" on the display, a recommendation
may be shown, as well as a pie chart of what
other users of that software have done. The
user is given the option to "Pause" or
"Delay" the item in subsequent boots.
"Pause" prevents the item from being loaded
at boot, but the program can still be loaded
upon demand; "Delay" postpones the selected program from automatically loading
until the computer is otherwise idle, which
means that it will not slow the initial boot
process. Since Soluto (beta) has just been
released, the genome is still in its infancy,
and does not yet contain a comprehensive
database of software. The user can easily
click on the pencil icon "edit" and open a
Wiki which enables the user to "fill in the
blanks" about an item, which will then be
verified, and added to the Genome. As more
users complete the Wiki, the Genome database will become more complete. As the
Genome improves through this community
input, all of the users can benefit by the dissemination of the information.
The grey section of the main screen
"Boot Page" in Soluto displays the
"Required - cannot be removed" items that
load at boot, in their boot sequence and with
their boot time displayed. While most of the
items shown are valid Windows components, with an explanation of what each does
along with its boot time, some of the items
are non-Microsoft files, and lack detailed
descriptions. When I first used Soluto, the
components of my MagicJack VoIP service
(internet based telephone service) were
listed as "Required", and could not be
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

paused or delayed; I opened the Wiki and
explained what they were, and then commented that I thought that these particular
components should be moved to the
"Potentially removable" section where their
boot process could be better managed. As
the Genome grows and improves, items like
this will be better sorted into the appropriate
category.
The blue section on the "Boot Page"
shows the items that were "Paused' or
"Delayed" at boot, and how much time was
saved by not loading those items. Clicking
on any blue item gives the user the choice of
changing the status to boot, "Pause" or
"Delay", which will be implemented the
next time the computer is booted.
An interesting choice on the Soluto
icon is "My PC just frustrated me", which
opens the Soluto window, and analyzes the
running processes, and tries to determine
which program is causing the slowdown. Any information found during the
"frustration" analysis is anonymously added
to the Genome where it will be comingled
with other data and potential solutions may
be determined. If a solution to the
"frustration" exists, it looks like it will be
displayed to the user. When I clicked on the
"Frustration" menu item, Soluto identified
the beta version of a new security product
that I am testing as the potential source of
"frustration" but could not yet show any
remedy to my "frustration".
While Soluto is still in the "beta"
stage of development, I found it a very useful and worthwhile utility to improve PC
performance, particularly in the boot process, and for resolving potential
"frustrations". Users should give Soluto
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Anti-Frustration Software a try. In my limited experience with it, I would give it my
recommendation, as well as a rating of "two
thumbs up".
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CLUB SUPPORTERS

A reminder for the new /Intermediate user special interest group:
Please email your questions to Ray prior to the meeting.
newuser@nopc.org

________________________________________
Wisdom:
“A good decision made in time is better than the best decision made too
late.”
U.S. Army training
"All the great things are simple, and many can be expressed in a single
word: freedom, justice, honor, duty, mercy, hope.
Winston Churchhill
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The New Orleans Personal Computer Club (NOPCC) is a private non-profit organization chartered under the State of Louisiana. Its purpose is to provide an open forum for discussion
and education of the membership in the use and application of PCs, peripheral equipment and software. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the author (s) and do not
necessarily reflect those of the NOPCC , its members or its officers. The club does not verify for accuracy the articles in this newsletter and leaves verification of accuracy to its readers.
Articles in this newsletter may be duplicated as long as credit is given to the author (s) and the NOPCC. Annual Dues Schedule: Regular Member, $40/yr.; Family Membership, $60/yr.;
and Students (under 21) , $20/yr. Meetings are held at 6:30 on the 1st Wednesday of each month at Harahan Senior Center, 100 Elodie, Harahan, Louisiana.

NOPC Directory
Elected Officers
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Director At Large
Director At Large
Director At Large

Walt Christensen
Mike York
Ray Paternostro
Bill Howard
Tom Gaffney
Kevin Kratzberg
Mary Prinz

Newsletter Editor
Program Chair
Web Master
Publicity Chair

Kevin Kratzberg
A J Levy
Mike York
Tom Gaffney

president@nopc.org
vp@nopc.org
secretary@nopc.org
treasurer@nopc.org
director1@nopc.org
director2@nopc.org
director3@nopc.org

982-3705
738-5997
287-4780
831-1279
460-9337

Standing Committees
editor@nopc.org
programs@nopc.org
webmaster@nopc.org
pr@nopc.org

460-9337
586-9707
738-5997

Special Interest Groups (sigs)
Computer Programming
New/Intermediate Users

Mike York
Ray Paternostro

vp@nopc.org
newuser@nopc.org

738-5997
287-4780

Other Important Numbers / Addresses
Club Hotline
NOPC Web Site

Recorded messages. Meeting Information. Open 10:00am-10:00pm
On the World Wide Web. Our own home page and club information.

454-6050

www.nopc.org

